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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] Example embodiments generally relate to a fix-
ing device, an image forming apparatus, and a method
for fixing a toner image on a recording medium, and more
particularly, to a fixing device for fixing a toner image on
a recording medium, an image forming apparatus includ-
ing the fixing device, and a method used by the fixing
device.

DISCUSSION OF THE BACKGROUND

[0002] Related-art image forming apparatuses, such
as copiers, facsimile machines, printers, or multifunction
printers, having at least one of copying, printing, scan-
ning, and facsimile functions, typically form an image on
a recording medium according to image data. Thus, for
example, a charger uniformly charges a surface of an
image carrier; an optical writer emits a light beam onto
the charged surface of the image carrier to form an elec-
trostatic latent image on the image carrier according to
the image data; a development device supplies toner to
the electrostatic latent image formed on the image carrier
to render the electrostatic latent image visible as a toner
image; the toner image is directly transferred from the
image carrier onto a recording medium or is indirectly
transferred from the image carrier onto a recording me-
dium via an intermediate transfer member; a cleaner then
collects residual toner not transferred and remaining on
the surface of the image carrier after the toner image is
transferred from the image carrier onto the recording me-
dium; finally, a fixing device applies heat and pressure
to the recording medium bearing the toner image to fix
the toner image on the recording medium, thus forming
the image on the recording medium.
[0003] Typically, the fixing device may include a fixing
roller heated by a heater, and a pressing roller pressed
against the fixing roller to form a fixing nip therebetween
through which the recording medium passes. As a re-
cording medium bearing a toner image passes through
the fixing nip, the fixing roller and the pressing roller apply
heat and pressure to the recording medium to melt and
fix the toner image on the recording medium. Thereafter,
the recording medium bearing the fixed toner image is
discharged from the fixing nip.
[0004] As the recording medium passes through the
fixing nip, the recording medium draws heat from the fix-
ing roller and the pressing roller, thus cooling them. The
heater is designed to take this factor into account. For
example, the heater is turned on to heat the fixing roller
to a predetermined fixing temperature. However, if the
heater heats the fixing roller even after the recording me-
dium is discharged from the fixing nip, the fixing roller
may be overheated. To address this problem, operation

of the heater is controlled to maintain the temperature of
the fixing roller at the predetermined fixing temperature.
For example, the heater is turned off after the trailing
edge of the recording medium enters the fixing nip. Ac-
cordingly, after the recording medium is discharged from
the fixing nip, the fixing roller does not overheat.
[0005] However, this control method for controlling the
heater has a drawback when used in conjunction with a
configuration of the fixing device in which the heater is
disposed a given distance upstream from the fixing nip
in the direction of rotation of the fixing roller. For example,
even if the heater is turned off after the trailing edge of
the recording medium enters the fixing nip, the heater
has already heated an upstream section on the surface
of the fixing roller upstream from the fixing nip in the di-
rection of rotation of the fixing roller that will not contact
the recording medium and therefore is not used for fixing
the toner image on the recording medium, thus wasting
power. EP1271257 A2, JP2008257027
[0006] A and JPH08171307 A show known related-art
image forming apparatuses.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] It is a general object of the present invention to
provide an improved and useful fixing device in which
the above-mentioned problems are eliminated. In order
to achieve the above-mentioned object, there is provided
a fixing device according to claim 1. Advantageous em-
bodiments are defined by the dependent claims.
[0008] Advantageously, an image forming apparatus
includes the fixing device described in claim 1.
[0009] A method for fixing a toner image on a recording
medium comprises the steps according to claim 8.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF 
THE DRAWINGS

[0010] A more complete appreciation of example em-
bodiments and the many attendant advantages thereof
will be readily obtained as the same becomes better un-
derstood by reference to the following detailed descrip-
tion when considered in connection with the accompa-
nying drawings, wherein:

FIG. 1 is a schematic sectional view of an image
forming apparatus according to an example embod-
iment;
FIG. 2 is a vertical sectional view of a fixing device
installed in the image forming apparatus shown in
FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a vertical sectional view of the fixing device
shown in FIG. 2;
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a controller and an in-
duction heater installed in the fixing device shown in
FIG. 2;
FIG. 5 is a graph showing a relation between time
and a temperature of a fixing roller of the fixing device
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shown in FIG. 2;
FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing processes of a control
method according to a first embodiment performed
by the controller shown in FIG. 4; and
FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing processes of a control
method according to a second embodiment per-
formed by the controller shown in FIG. 4.

[0011] The accompanying drawings are intended to
depict example embodiments and should not be inter-
preted to limit the scope thereof. The accompanying
drawings are not to be considered as drawn to scale un-
less explicitly noted.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0012] It will be understood that if an element or layer
is referred to as being "on", "against", "connected to", or
"coupled to" another element or layer, then it can be di-
rectly on, against, connected or coupled to the other el-
ement or layer, or intervening elements or layers may be
present. In contrast, if an element is referred to as being
"directly on", "directly connected to", or "directly coupled
to" another element or layer, then there are no intervening
elements or layers present. Like numbers refer to like
elements throughout. As used herein, the term "and/or"
includes any and all combinations of one or more of the
associated listed items.
[0013] Spatially relative terms, such as "beneath", "be-
low", "lower", "above", "upper", and the like, may be used
herein for ease of description to describe one element or
feature’s relationship to another element(s) or feature(s)
as illustrated in the figures. It will be understood that the
spatially relative terms are intended to encompass dif-
ferent orientations of the device in use or operation in
addition to the orientation depicted in the figures. For
example, if the device in the figures is turned over, ele-
ments described as "below" or "beneath" other elements
or features would then be oriented "above" the other el-
ements or features. Thus, term such as "below" can en-
compass both an orientation of above and below. The
device may be otherwise oriented (rotated 90 degrees
or at other orientations) and the spatially relative descrip-
tors used herein are interpreted accordingly.
[0014] Although the terms first, second, etc. may be
used herein to describe various elements, components,
regions, layers and/or sections, it should be understood
that these elements, components, regions, layers and/or
sections should not be limited by these terms. These
terms are used only to distinguish one element, compo-
nent, region, layer, or section from another region, layer,
or section. Thus, a first element, component, region, lay-
er, or section discussed below could be termed a second
element, component, region, layer, or section without de-
parting from the teachings of the present invention.
[0015] The terminology used herein is for the purpose
of describing particular embodiments only and is not in-
tended to be limiting of the present invention. As used

herein, the singular forms "a", "an", and "the" are intended
to include the plural forms as well, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise. It will be further understood
that the terms "includes" and/or "including", when used
in this specification, specify the presence of stated fea-
tures, integers, steps, operations, elements, and/or com-
ponents, but do not preclude the presence or addition of
one or more other features, integers, steps, operations,
elements, components, and/or groups thereof.
[0016] In describing example embodiments illustrated
in the drawings, specific terminology is employed for the
sake of clarity. However, the disclosure of this specifica-
tion is not intended to be limited to the specific terminol-
ogy so selected and it is to be understood that each spe-
cific element includes all technical equivalents that op-
erate in a similar manner and achieve a similar result.
[0017] Referring now to the drawings, wherein like ref-
erence numerals designate identical or corresponding
parts throughout the several views, particularly to FIG.
1, an image forming apparatus 1 according to an example
embodiment is explained.
[0018] FIG. 1 is a schematic sectional view of the image
forming apparatus 1. As illustrated in FIG. 1, the image
forming apparatus 1 may be a copier, a facsimile ma-
chine, a printer, a multifunction printer having at least one
of copying, printing, scanning, plotter, and facsimile func-
tions, or the like. According to this example embodiment,
the image forming apparatus 1 is a multifunction printer
for forming a monochrome image and a color image on
a recording medium by electrophotography.
[0019] Referring to FIG. 1, the following describes the
structure of the image forming apparatus 1.
[0020] As illustrated in FIG. 1, the image forming ap-
paratus 1 includes an original document reader 4 dis-
posed in an upper portion of the image forming apparatus
1 and provided with an exposure glass 5. The original
document reader 4 reads an image on an original docu-
ment D placed on the exposure glass 5 and generates
image data. Below the original document reader 4 is an
image forming device 10 that includes a writer 2, photo-
conductive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C, and 11K, chargers
12Y, 12M, 12C, and 12K, development devices 13Y,
13M, 13C, and 13K, cleaners 15Y, 15M, 15C, and 15K,
an intermediate transfer belt cleaner 16, an intermediate
transfer belt 17, and a second transfer roller 18. For ex-
ample, in a lower portion of the image forming apparatus
1 is the writer 2 that emits laser beams onto the photo-
conductive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C, and 11K surrounded
by the chargers 12Y, 12M, 12C, and 12K, the develop-
ment devices 13Y, 13M, 13C, and 13K, and the cleaners
15Y, 15M, 15C, and 15K, respectively. Specifically, the
writer 2 emits the laser beams onto the photoconductive
drums 11Y, 11M, 11C, and 11K charged by the chargers
12Y, 12M, 12C, and 12K according to the image data
sent from the original document reader 4, thus forming
electrostatic latent images on the photoconductive drums
11Y, 11M, 11C, and 11K. The development devices 13Y,
13M, 13C, and 13K visualize the electrostatic latent im-
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ages formed on the photoconductive drums 11Y, 11M,
11C, and 11K with yellow, magenta, cyan, and black ton-
ers into yellow, magenta, cyan, and black toner images,
respectively. The photoconductive drums 11Y, 11M,
11C, and 11K are disposed opposite transfer bias rollers
that transfer the yellow, magenta, cyan, and black toner
images from the photoconductive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C,
and 11K onto the intermediate transfer belt 17 in such a
manner that the yellow, magenta, cyan, and black toner
images are superimposed on the same position on the
intermediate transfer belt 17, thus producing a color toner
image on the intermediate transfer belt 17. After the trans-
fer of the yellow, magenta, cyan, and black toner images,
the cleaners 15Y, 15M, 15C, and 15K collect residual
toners from the photoconductive drums 11Y, 11 M, 11C,
and 11K, respectively. Specifically, the intermediate
transfer belt 17, looped over the transfer bias rollers and
other rollers including a driving roller, rotates in a rotation
direction R1. Below the writer 2 is a paper tray 7 that
contains a plurality of recording media P (e.g., transfer
sheets). Above the paper tray 7 is a feed roller 8 that
picks up and feeds a recording medium P from the paper
tray 7 to a registration roller pair that feeds the recording
medium P to a second transfer nip formed between the
intermediate transfer belt 17 and the second transfer roll-
er 18 at a proper time. As the recording medium P is
conveyed through the second transfer nip, the second
transfer roller 18 transfers the color toner image from the
intermediate transfer belt 17 onto the recording medium
P.
[0021] After the transfer of the color toner image from
the intermediate transfer belt 17, the intermediate trans-
fer belt cleaner 16 disposed opposite the intermediate
transfer belt 17 cleans the intermediate transfer belt 17.
Above the second transfer roller 18 is a fixing device 19
that fixes the color toner image on the recording medium
P by heating the recording medium P by electromagnetic
induction. Above the fixing device 19 is an output roller
pair 9 that discharges the recording medium P bearing
the fixed color toner image sent from the fixing device 19
onto an outside of the image forming apparatus 1.
[0022] Referring to FIG. 1, the following describes the
operation of the image forming apparatus 1 having the
above-described structure to form a color toner image
on a recording medium P.
[0023] The original document reader 4 optically reads
an image on the original document D placed on the ex-
posure glass 5. For example, a lamp of the original doc-
ument reader 4 emits a light beam onto the original doc-
ument D bearing the image. The light beam reflected by
the original document D travels to a color sensor through
mirrors and a lens, where the image is formed. The color
sensor reads and separates the image into red, green,
and blue images, and converts the images into electric
image signals for red, green, and blue. Based on the
respective electric image signals, an image processor of
the original document reader 4 performs processing such
as color conversion, color correction, and space frequen-

cy correction, thus producing yellow, magenta, cyan, and
black image data.
[0024] Thereafter, the yellow, magenta, cyan, and
black image data are sent to the writer 2. The writer 2
emits laser beams onto the photoconductive drums 11Y,
11M, 11C, and 11K according to the yellow, magenta,
cyan, and black image data sent from the original docu-
ment reader 4.
[0025] A detailed description is now given of five proc-
esses performed on the photoconductive drums 11Y,
11M, 11C, and 11K, that is, a charging process, an ex-
posure process, a development process, a first transfer
process, and a cleaning process.
[0026] The four photoconductive drums 11Y, 11M,
11C, and 11K rotate clockwise in FIG. 1. In the charging
process, the chargers 12Y, 12M, 12C, and 12K, disposed
opposite the photoconductive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C, and
11K, uniformly charge an outer circumferential surface
of the respective photoconductive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C,
and 11K, thus generating a charging potential on the re-
spective photoconductive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C, and
11K. Thereafter, the charged outer circumferential sur-
face of the respective photoconductive drums 11Y, 11M,
11C, and 11K reaches a position where it receives a laser
beam.
[0027] In the exposure process, four light sources of
the writer 2, disposed opposite the photoconductive
drums 11Y, 11M, 11C, and 11K, emit laser beams ac-
cording to the yellow, magenta, cyan, and black image
data, respectively. The laser beams corresponding to the
yellow, magenta, cyan, and black image data travel
through different optical paths, respectively. For exam-
ple, the laser beam corresponding to the yellow image
data irradiates the leftmost photoconductive drum 11Y
in FIG. 1. Specifically, a polygon mirror of the writer 2,
which rotates at a high speed, causes the laser beam
corresponding to the yellow image data to scan the
charged surface of the photoconductive drum 11Y in an
axial direction of the photoconductive drum 11Y, that is,
a main scanning direction. Thus, an electrostatic latent
image is formed on the surface of the photoconductive
drum 11Y charged by the charger 12Y according to the
yellow image data.
[0028] Similarly, the laser beam corresponding to the
magenta image data irradiates the second photoconduc-
tive drum 11M from the left in FIG. 1, forming an electro-
static latent image according to the magenta image data.
The laser beam corresponding to the cyan image data
irradiates the third photoconductive drum 11C from the
left in FIG. 1, forming an electrostatic latent image ac-
cording to the cyan image data. The laser beam corre-
sponding to the black image data irradiates the rightmost
photoconductive drum 11K in FIG. 1, forming an electro-
static latent image according to the black image data.
[0029] Thereafter, the outer circumferential surface of
the respective photoconductive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C,
and 11K formed with the electrostatic latent images
reaches a position where the photoconductive drums
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11Y, 11M, 11C, and 11K are disposed opposite the de-
velopment devices 13Y, 13M, 13C, and 13K, respective-
ly. In the development process, the development devices
13Y, 13M, 13C, and 13K, disposed opposite the photo-
conductive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C, and 11K, supply yel-
low, magenta, cyan, and black toners to the electrostatic
latent images formed on the photoconductive drums 11Y,
11M, 11C, and 11K, respectively, thus rendering the elec-
trostatic latent images visible as yellow, magenta, cyan,
and black toner images.
[0030] Thereafter, the outer circumferential surface of
the respective photoconductive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C,
and 11K formed with the yellow, magenta, cyan, and
black toner images reaches a position where the photo-
conductive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C, and 11K are disposed
opposite the intermediate transfer belt 17. The four trans-
fer bias rollers are disposed opposite the four photocon-
ductive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C, and 11K, respectively, via
the intermediate transfer belt 17 in a state in which the
transfer bias rollers contact an inner circumferential sur-
face of the intermediate transfer belt 17. In the first trans-
fer process, the transfer bias rollers transfer the yellow,
magenta, cyan, and black toner images from the photo-
conductive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C, and 11K onto an outer
circumferential surface of the intermediate transfer belt
17 successively in such a manner that the yellow, ma-
genta, cyan, and black toner images are superimposed
on the same position on the intermediate transfer belt
17, thus producing a color toner image on the interme-
diate transfer belt 17.
[0031] Thereafter, the outer circumferential surface of
the respective photoconductive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C,
and 11K that no longer carry the yellow, magenta, cyan,
and black toner images reaches a position where the
photoconductive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C, and 11K are dis-
posed opposite the cleaners 15Y, 15M, 15C, and 15K,
respectively. In the cleaning process, the cleaners 15Y,
15M, 15C, and 15K, disposed opposite the photoconduc-
tive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C, and 11K, collect residual ton-
ers not transferred and therefore remaining on the pho-
toconductive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C, and 11K from the
photoconductive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C, and 11K, re-
spectively.
[0032] Thereafter, dischargers disposed opposite the
photoconductive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C, and 11K dis-
charge the outer circumferential surface of the respective
photoconductive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C, and 11K, thus
completing a series of processes performed on the pho-
toconductive drums 11Y, 11M, 11C, and 11K.
[0033] A detailed description is now given of two proc-
esses performed on the intermediate transfer belt 17,
that is, a second transfer process and a cleaning process.
[0034] The outer circumferential surface of the inter-
mediate transfer belt 17 transferred with the color toner
image reaches a position where it is disposed opposite
the second transfer roller 18, that is, the second transfer
nip. Specifically, the second transfer nip is created by the
second transfer roller 18 and a second transfer backup

roller that sandwich the intermediate transfer belt 17. As
a recording medium P sent from the paper tray 7 passes
through the second transfer nip, the color toner image
formed on the intermediate transfer belt 17 is transferred
onto the recording medium P in the second transfer proc-
ess. After the transfer of the color toner image from the
intermediate transfer belt 17, residual toner not trans-
ferred onto the recording medium P remains on the in-
termediate transfer belt 17.
[0035] Thereafter, the outer circumferential surface of
the intermediate transfer belt 17 that no longer carries
the color toner image reaches a position where it is dis-
posed opposite the intermediate transfer belt cleaner 16.
The intermediate transfer belt cleaner 16 collects the re-
sidual toner from the intermediate transfer belt 17 in the
cleaning process, thus completing a series of processes
performed on the intermediate transfer belt 17.
[0036] A detailed description is now given of two proc-
esses performed on the recording medium P, that is, the
second transfer process described above and a fixing
process.
[0037] The recording medium P is conveyed from the
paper tray 7 disposed in the lower portion of the image
forming apparatus 1 to the second transfer nip through
a conveyance path K1 provided with the feed roller 8 and
the registration roller pair. For example, the paper tray 7
contains a plurality of recording media P. As the feed
roller 8 rotates counterclockwise in FIG. 1, the feed roller
8 feeds an uppermost recording medium P to the con-
veyance path K1.
[0038] The recording medium P conveyed to the con-
veyance path K1 is stopped temporarily by the registra-
tion roller pair at a nip formed between two rollers of the
registration roller pair. When the registration roller pair
resumes rotating, the registration roller pair feeds the re-
cording medium P to the second transfer nip at a proper
time for transferring the color toner image formed on the
intermediate transfer belt 17 onto the recording medium
P. Thus, a desired color toner image is transferred onto
the recording medium P in the second transfer process
described above.
[0039] Thereafter, the recording medium P bearing the
color toner image is sent to the fixing device 19 where a
fixing roller 20 and a pressing roller 30 apply heat and
pressure to the recording medium P to fix the color toner
image on the recording medium P in the fixing process.
Then, the output roller pair 9 disposed downstream from
the fixing device 19 in a conveyance direction of the re-
cording medium P discharges the recording medium P
bearing the fixed color toner image in a direction indicated
by the broken line arrow onto the outside of the image
forming apparatus 1, thus completing a series of proc-
esses for forming the color toner image on the recording
medium P.
[0040] Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3, the following de-
scribes the structure and operation of the fixing device
19 installed in the image forming apparatus 1 described
above.
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[0041] FIG. 2 is a vertical sectional view of the fixing
device 19 before the recording medium P passes be-
tween the fixing roller 20 and the pressing roller 30. FIG.
3 is a vertical sectional view of the fixing device 19 after
the recording medium P passes between the fixing roller
20 and the pressing roller 30.
[0042] As illustrated in FIG. 2, the fixing device 19 (e.g.,
a fuser unit) includes the fixing roller 20 serving as a fixing
rotary body; the pressing roller 30 serving as a pressing
rotary body pressed against the fixing roller 20 to form a
fixing nip N therebetween through which a recording me-
dium P bearing a toner image T passes; an induction
heater 25 serving as a magnetic flux generator or a heater
disposed opposite the fixing roller 20; an entrance guide
41 (e.g., a plate) disposed upstream from the fixing nip
N in the conveyance direction of the recording medium
P; a spur guide 42 (e.g., a plate) disposed opposite the
entrance guide 41 and upstream from the fixing nip N in
the conveyance direction of the recording medium P; a
separation guide 43 (e.g., a plate) disposed downstream
from the fixing nip N in the conveyance direction of the
recording medium P; an exit guide 50 (e.g., a plate) dis-
posed opposite the separation guide 43 and downstream
from the fixing nip N in the conveyance direction of the
recording medium P; a thermistor 61 disposed upstream
from the fixing nip N in the conveyance direction of the
recording medium P and contacting the pressing roller
30; and a thermistor 62 disposed upstream from the fixing
nip N in the conveyance direction of the recording medi-
um P and contacting the fixing roller 20.
[0043] A detailed description is now given of the fixing
roller 20.
[0044] The fixing roller 20 having an outer diameter of
34 mm is constructed of three layers: a metal core 23
made of iron, stainless steel, or the like; a heat insulating
elastic layer 22 disposed on the metal core 23 and made
of silicone rubber foam or the like; and a sleeve layer 21
disposed on the heat insulating elastic layer 22.
[0045] The sleeve layer 21 has a multilayer structure
constructed of a base layer constituting an inner circum-
ferential surface, a first antioxidant layer disposed on the
base layer, a heat generating layer disposed on the first
antioxidant layer, a second antioxidant layer disposed on
the heat generating layer, an elastic layer disposed on
the second antioxidant layer, and a release layer dis-
posed on the elastic layer. For example, the base layer
is made of stainless steel or the like. The first antioxidant
layer and the second antioxidant layer are treated with
nickel strike plating. The heat generating layer having a
thickness of 15 micrometers is made of copper or the
like. The elastic layer having a thickness of 200 microm-
eters is made of silicone rubber or the like. The release
layer having a thickness of 30 micrometers is made of
tetrafluoroethylene-perfluoroalkylvinylether copolymer
(PFA) or the like.
[0046] With the above-described structure, the heat
generating layer of the sleeve layer 21 of the fixing roller
20 is heated by electromagnetic induction by a magnetic

flux generated by the induction heater 25. It is to be noted
that the structure of the fixing roller 20 is not limited to
the above. For example, the sleeve layer 21 may be sep-
arately provided from the heat insulating elastic layer 22
by not being adhered to the heat insulating elastic layer
22. In this case, the sleeve layer 21 serves as a fixing
sleeve and the heat insulating elastic layer 22 serves as
a supplemental fixing roller. Further, it is preferable that
the fixing roller 20 may further include a mechanism that
prevents the sleeve layer 21 from shifting from the heat
insulating elastic layer 22 in an axial direction, that is, a
thrust direction, of the fixing roller 20 as the fixing roller
20 rotates.
[0047] A detailed description is now given of the com-
ponents surrounding the fixing roller 20.
[0048] The spur guide 42 is disposed opposite the fix-
ing roller 20 and upstream from the fixing nip N in the
conveyance direction of the recording medium P. The
spur guide 42 includes a plurality of spurs arranged in
the axial direction of the fixing roller 20. The spur guide
42 is disposed opposite an image side (e.g., a front side)
of the recording medium P bearing the unfixed toner im-
age T conveyed toward the fixing nip N, guiding the re-
cording medium P to the fixing nip N. The plurality of
spurs of the spur guide 42 has a sawtooth circumferential
surface portion to prevent the plurality of spurs from
scratching and damaging the unfixed toner image T on
the recording medium P when the plurality of spurs con-
tacts the image side of the recording medium P.
[0049] The separation guide 43 is disposed opposite
the fixing roller 20 and downstream from the fixing nip N
in the conveyance direction of the recording medium P.
The separation guide 43 is disposed opposite the image
side of the recording medium P conveyed from the fixing
nip N. The separation guide 43 prevents the recording
medium P bearing the fixed toner image T from being
attracted and adhered to the fixing roller 20 as the re-
cording medium P is discharged from the fixing nip N.
For example, the separation guide 43 contacts a leading
edge of the recording medium P and separates the re-
cording medium P from the fixing roller 20.
[0050] The thermistor 62 is disposed in proximity to
and upstream from the fixing nip N in the conveyance
direction of the recording medium P. The thermistor 62
serving as a contact temperature detecting sensor con-
tacts the fixing roller 20 at one lateral end of the fixing
roller 20 in the axial direction thereof where the fixing
roller 20 is driven, thus detecting a surface temperature
of the fixing roller 20.
[0051] A thermopile 24 serving as a non-contact tem-
perature detecting sensor is disposed opposite the fixing
roller 20 at a center of the fixing roller 20 in the axial
direction thereof.
[0052] The thermistor 62 and the thermopile 24 de-
scribed above detect the temperature of the fixing roller
20, that is, a fixing temperature at which the toner image
T is fixed on the recording medium P. The thermistor 62
and the thermopile 24 are operatively connected to a
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controller 72, that is, a central processing unit (CPU) pro-
vided with a random-access memory (RAM) and a read-
only memory (ROM), for example. The controller 72 is
operatively connected to the induction heater 25 to con-
trol the induction heater 25 to adjust a heating amount
of the induction heater 25 that heats the fixing roller 20
based on the temperature of the fixing roller 20 detected
by the thermistor 62 and the thermopile 24. According to
this example embodiment, the controller 72 controls the
induction heater 25 to heat the fixing roller 20 to the tem-
perature in a range of from 160 degrees centigrade to
165 degrees centigrade during the fixing process, that
is, when the recording medium P bearing the toner image
T passes through the fixing nip N.
[0053] As shown in FIG. 2, the pressing roller 30 having
an outer diameter of 32 mm is constructed of three layers:
a cylindrical core 32 made of aluminum, copper, or the
like; an elastic layer 31 disposed on the core 32 and made
of silicone rubber or the like; and a release layer 35 dis-
posed on the elastic layer 31 and made of PFA or the
like. The elastic layer 31 has a thickness in a range of
from 1 mm to 5 mm. The release layer 35 has a thickness
in a range of from 20 micrometers to 50 micrometers.
[0054] A moving assembly presses the pressing roller
30 against the fixing roller 20 to form the fixing nip N
therebetween through which the recording medium P
bearing the toner image T passes.
[0055] According to this example embodiment shown
in FIG. 2, a heater 33 (e.g., a halogen heater) is disposed
inside the pressing roller 30 to heat the fixing roller 20
more effectively. For example, when power is supplied
to the heater 33, the heater 33 emits radiation heat to
heat the pressing roller 30. Then, the pressing roller 30
heats the fixing roller 20.
[0056] A detailed description is now given of the com-
ponents surrounding the pressing roller 30.
[0057] The thermistor 61 is disposed in proximity to
and upstream from the fixing nip N in the conveyance
direction of the recording medium P. The thermistor 61
serves as a contact temperature detecting sensor that
contacts the pressing roller 30 at one lateral end of the
pressing roller 30 in an axial direction thereof where the
pressing roller 30 is driven, thus detecting a surface tem-
perature of the pressing roller 30.
[0058] A thermopile 34 is disposed opposite the press-
ing roller 30 at a center of the pressing roller 30 in the
axial direction thereof and serves as a non-contact tem-
perature detecting sensor that detects the temperature
of the pressing roller 30 without contacting the pressing
roller 30.
[0059] The thermistor 61 and the thermopile 34 de-
scribed above detect the temperature of the pressing roll-
er 30. The thermistor 61 and the thermopile 34 are op-
eratively connected to the controller 72 that is operatively
connected to the heater 33 to control the heater 33 to
adjust a heating amount of the heater 33 that heats the
pressing roller 30 based on the temperature of the press-
ing roller 30 detected by the thermistor 61 and the ther-

mopile 34.
[0060] The entry guide 41 is disposed upstream from
the fixing nip N in the conveyance direction of the record-
ing medium P. The entry guide 41 is disposed opposite
the pressing roller 30 and a non-image side (e.g., a back
side) of the recording medium P not bearing the unfixed
toner image T conveyed toward the fixing nip N, thus
guiding the recording medium P to the fixing nip N. It is
to be noted that the non-image side of the recording me-
dium P defines a side of the recording medium P that
bears no toner image or bears the fixed toner image in
duplex printing.
[0061] The exit guide 50 is disposed downstream from
the fixing nip N in the conveyance direction of the record-
ing medium P. The exit guide 50 is disposed opposite
the pressing roller 30 and the non-image side of the re-
cording medium P discharged from the fixing nip N, thus
guiding the recording medium P bearing the fixed toner
image T discharged from the fixing nip N to a conveyance
path disposed downstream from the fixing device 19 in
the conveyance direction of the recording medium P.
[0062] A detailed description is now given of the induc-
tion heater 25.
[0063] The induction heater 25 is disposed opposite
the fixing roller 20 at a face of the fixing roller 20 opposite
a face thereof where the pressing roller 30 is disposed
opposite the fixing roller 20. The induction heater 25 in-
cludes a coil 26 (e.g., an exciting coil), a core 27 (e.g.,
an exciting coil core), and a coil guide 28.
[0064] The coil 26 includes litz wire made of bundled
thin wire wound around the coil guide 28 that covers a
part of an outer circumferential surface of the fixing roller
20 and extending in the axial direction of the fixing roller
20.
[0065] The coil guide 28 is made of a heat resistant
resin such as polyethylene-terephthalate (PET) that con-
tains glass at a rate of 45 percent. The coil guide 28 is
disposed opposite the fixing roller 20 to hold the coil 26
with respect to the outer circumferential surface of the
fixing roller 20. According to this example embodiment,
a gap in a range of from 1.9 mm to 2.1 mm is provided
between the outer circumferential surface of the fixing
roller 20 and an inner circumferential surface 28a of the
coil guide 28 that faces the outer circumferential surface
of the fixing roller 20.
[0066] The core 27 is made of ferromagnet such as
ferrite having a magnetic permeability of 2, 500 and in-
cludes an arc core, a center core, and a side core to
generate magnetic fluxes toward the heat generating lay-
er of the fixing roller 20 effectively.
[0067] Referring to FIG. 2, the following describes the
operation of the fixing device 19 having the above-de-
scribed structure.
[0068] A driver 29 (e.g., a motor) drives and rotates
the fixing roller 20 counterclockwise in FIG. 2 in a rotation
direction R2. The rotating fixing roller 20 rotates the
pressing roller 30 clockwise in FIG. 2 in a rotation direc-
tion R3 counter to the rotation direction R2 of the fixing
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roller 20. The induction heater 25 disposed opposite the
fixing roller 20 generates a magnetic flux to heat the heat
generating layer of the sleeve layer 21 of the fixing roller
20.
[0069] For example, a frequency variable power sup-
ply of an oscillator circuit sends a high frequency alter-
nating current in a range of from 10 kHz to 1 MHz, pref-
erably in a range of from 20 kHz to 800 kHz, to the coil
26. Accordingly, the coil 26 generates magnetic lines of
force alternately switched bidirectionally toward the
sleeve layer 21 of the fixing roller 20, thus generating an
alternating magnetic field. The alternating magnetic field
generates an eddy current in the heat generating layer
of the sleeve layer 21, which causes the heat generating
layer to generate Joule heat by its electric resistance.
Thus, the sleeve layer 21 heats itself by induction heating
of the heat generating layer thereof.
[0070] Thereafter, as the fixing roller 20 rotates, a por-
tion of the outer circumferential surface of the fixing roller
20 heated by the induction heater 25 reaches the fixing
nip N formed between the fixing roller 20 and the pressing
roller 30 contacting each other.
[0071] Accordingly, the fixing roller 20 heats and melts
the toner image T on the recording medium P conveyed
through the fixing nip N.
[0072] For example, the recording medium P bearing
the toner image T formed by the above-described image
forming processes is conveyed in a direction Y1 to the
fixing nip N while guided by the entry guide 41 or the spur
guide 42. As the recording medium P bearing the toner
image T passes through the fixing nip N, the heated por-
tion of the fixing roller 20 heats the recording medium P
and at the same time the pressing roller 30 applies pres-
sure to the recording medium P, thus melting and fixing
the toner image T on the recording medium P. Then, the
recording medium P is discharged from the fixing nip N
and is conveyed in a direction Y2. After the recording
medium P bearing the fixed toner image T is discharged
from the fixing nip N, the heated portion of the fixing roller
20 having passed through the fixing nip N and now cooled
by the recording medium P returns to an opposed position
where the fixing roller 20 is disposed opposite the induc-
tion heater 25. A series of the above-described opera-
tions is repeated, thus completing the fixing process of
the image forming processes described above.
[0073] Referring to FIGS. 2 to 6, the following de-
scribes a control method for controlling the temperature
of the fixing roller 20 according to a first embodiment
which may be performed when the last recording medium
P is conveyed through the fixing device 19 in a particular
print job.
[0074] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the controller 72
and the induction heater 25. As illustrated in FIG. 4, the
controller 72 includes a heater driver 69 operatively con-
nected to the induction heater 25 to turn on the induction
heater 25; a heater driver controller 71 operatively con-
nected to the heater driver 69 to control the heater driver
69; and a timing calculator 70 operatively connected to

the heater driver controller 71.
[0075] As recording media P of a particular print job
pass through the fixing nip N formed between the fixing
roller 20 and the pressing roller 30, the recording media
P draw heat from the fixing roller 20. Accordingly, when
the last recording medium P of the print job is discharged
from the fixing nip N, the fixing roller 20 has been cooled
to a temperature lower than a predetermined fixing tem-
perature. To address this circumstance, the heater driver
69 turns on the induction heater 25 to heat the fixing roller
20. By contrast, when the temperature of the fixing roller
20 is higher than the predetermined fixing temperature,
the heater driver 69 turns off the induction heater 25 to
cool the fixing roller 20. Thus, the heater driver 69 turns
on and off the induction heater 25 to maintain the fixing
roller 20 at the predetermined fixing temperature.
[0076] Referring to FIG. 5, a detailed description is now
given of such operation of the heater driver 69.
[0077] FIG. 5 is a graph showing a relation between
time and the temperature of the fixing roller 20. In FIG.
5, a horizontal axis represents time and a vertical axis
represents the surface temperature of the fixing roller 20.
[0078] A time t3 indicated by the chain double-dashed
line defines a time at which a trailing edge of the recording
medium P is discharged from the fixing nip N. The trailing
edge of the recording medium P is a part of the recording
medium P that passes through the fixing nip N last. Con-
ventionally, when the surface temperature of the fixing
roller 20 is lower than the predetermined fixing temper-
ature and therefore the induction heater 25 needs to be
turned on at a time prior to the time t3, the induction heater
25 remains on. Accordingly, the induction heater 25 heats
the fixing roller 20 even at a section on the fixing roller
20 downstream from the trailing edge of the recording
medium P in the conveyance direction of the recording
medium P, wasting power.
[0079] To address this problem, according to the first
embodiment of the present invention, the timing calcula-
tor 70 depicted in FIG. 4 obtains information about the
trailing edge of the recording medium P. The heater driver
controller 71 controls the heater driver 69 based on the
information obtained by the timing calculator 70 to turn
off the induction heater 25.
[0080] Specifically, the timing calculator 70 obtains in-
formation about a feeding time at which the second trans-
fer roller 18 depicted in FIG. 1 feeds the recording me-
dium P toward the fixing device 19, calculates a time t2,
that is, a reference time, indicated by the broken line in
FIG. 5 at which the trailing edge of the recording medium
P reaches the fixing nip N based on that information, and
sends the calculated time t2 to the heater driver controller
71.
[0081] The heater driver controller 71 determines
whether or not the trailing edge of the recording medium
P reaches the fixing nip N based on the calculated time
t2 sent from the timing calculator 70. If the heater driver
controller 71 determines that the trailing edge of the re-
cording medium P has not reached the fixing nip N as
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shown in FIG. 2, that is, the time t2 has not yet been
reached, the heater driver controller 71 forcibly turns off
the induction heater 25 so that the trailing edge of the
recording medium P reaches the fixing nip N while the
induction heater 25 is turned off. For example, the heater
driver controller 71 controls the heater driver 69 so that
the heater driver 69 turns off the induction heater 25 at
a time t1, that is, a turn-off time, indicated by the solid
line in FIG. 5 prior to the time t2. The time t1 is determined
based on the time t2 calculated according to information
about a feeding time at which the second transfer roller
18 depicted in FIG. 1 feeds the recording medium P to-
ward the fixing device 19 or a writing time at which the
writer 2 depicted in FIG. 1 writes an electrostatic latent
image on the respective photoconductive drums 11Y,
11M, 11C, and 11K, which may vary depending on the
size and conveyance speed of the recording medium P.
[0082] According to the first embodiment, the time t1
is prior to the time t2 at which the trailing edge of the
recording medium P reaches the fixing nip N by a pre-
determined time period Δt, which correspond to the time
required for a heated portion of the rotating fixing roller
20 heated at a position A shown in FIG. 2 by the induction
heater 25 to reach a position B disposed at a center of
the fixing nip N in the rotation direction R2 of the fixing
roller 20.
[0083] Specifically, as shown in FIG. 2, given its con-
figuration and disposition, the induction heater 25 starts
heating a particular section on the outer circumferential
surface of the rotating fixing roller 20 when the particular
section is at a position C and finishes heating the partic-
ular section when the particular section reaches the po-
sition A. A predetermined circumferential distance E is
provided along the circumferential surface of the fixing
roller 20 between the position A and the position B in the
rotation direction R2 of the fixing roller 20. Thus, it takes
the predetermined time period Δt for the particular section
of the fixing roller 20 to rotate the predetermined circum-
ferential distance E, that is, to move from the position A
to the position B.
[0084] As shown in FIG. 5, even when the induction
heater 25 should heat the fixing roller 20 at the time t1,
that is, even when the surface temperature of the fixing
roller 20 is lower than the predetermined fixing temper-
ature at the time t1, the heater driver controller 71 causes
the heater driver 69 to turn off the induction heater 25.
When the particular section of the fixing roller 20 heated
by the induction heater 25 at the position A reaches the
position B, the trailing edge of the recording medium P
also reaches the position B, which corresponds substan-
tially to the position of the fixing nip N. That is, a time at
which the particular section of the fixing roller 20 reaches
the position B is substantially coincident with a time at
which the trailing edge of the recording medium P reach-
es the position B. Accordingly, the trailing edge of the
recording medium P is contacted by the heated, partic-
ular section of the fixing roller 20 as the trailing edge of
the recording medium P is conveyed through the fixing

nip N. Thus, the fixing roller 20 can heat the recording
medium P until the trailing edge of the recording medium
P is discharged from the fixing nip N. Consequently, the
fixing roller 20 can melt and fix the toner image T on the
recording medium P properly. Simultaneously, the induc-
tion heater 25 does not unnecessarily heat a downstream
section of the fixing roller 20 that is downstream from the
particular section of the fixing roller 20 in the rotation di-
rection R2 thereof and need not be heated by the induc-
tion heater 25 because the downstream section of the
fixing roller 20 reaches the position B after the trailing
edge of the recording medium P is discharged from the
fixing nip N.
[0085] After the heater driver controller 71 turns off the
induction heater 25 via the heater driver 69, the heater
driver 69 does not turn on the induction heater 25 again.
That is, the induction heater 25 remains off.
[0086] Referring to FIGS. 2, 4, and 6, the following de-
scribes processes of the control method according to the
first embodiment described above.
[0087] FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing the processes of
the control method according to the first embodiment.
[0088] In step S11, the driver 29 rotates the fixing roller
20 in the rotation direction R2. In step S12, the pressing
roller 30 is pressed against the fixing roller 20 to form the
fixing nip N therebetween. Accordingly, the rotating fixing
roller 20 rotates the pressing roller 30 by friction there-
between. In step S13, the heater driver 69 turns on the
induction heater 25 to heat the fixing roller 20. In step
S14, the recording medium P is conveyed toward the
fixing nip N. In step S15, the timing calculator 70 calcu-
lates the time t2 at which the trailing edge of the recording
medium P in the conveyance direction of the recording
medium P reaches the position B of the fixing nip N. In
step S16, the heater driver controller 71 causes the heat-
er driver 69 to turn off the induction heater 25 at the time
t1 earlier than the time t2 by the predetermined time pe-
riod Δt.
[0089] According to the first embodiment, the fixing roll-
er 20 has an outer diameter of 34 mm and rotates at a
linear velocity of 154 mm/s. With this configuration, the
fixing roller 20 moves from the position A to the position
B in 200 ms. If the fixing roller 20 rotates at a lower linear
velocity of 77 mm/s, the fixing roller 20 moves from the
position A to the position B in 400 ms.
[0090] A sensor detecting that the trailing edge of the
recording medium P is discharged from the fixing nip N
is disposed at a position downstream from the fixing nip
N by 100 mm in the conveyance direction of the recording
medium P. It takes 400 ms for the recording medium P
moving at a linear velocity of 154 mm/s to move from the
fixing nip N to the sensor. It takes 800 ms for the recording
medium P moving at a linear velocity of 77 mm/s to move
from the fixing nip N to the sensor. Accordingly, with the
above-described configuration of the first embodiment,
the induction heater 25 is turned off 600 ms earlier at the
linear velocity of 154 mm/s of the fixing roller 20 and
1,200 ms earlier at the linear velocity of 77 mm/s of the
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fixing roller 20 than with the conventional configurations.
[0091] As described above, with the structure of the
fixing device 19 shown in FIGS. 2 to 4 and the control
method thereof shown in FIG. 5 according to the first
embodiment, when the timing calculator 70 determines
that the trailing edge of the recording medium P does not
reach the fixing nip N yet, the heater driver controller 71
controls the heater driver 69 so that the heater driver 69
turns off the induction heater 25 before the trailing edge
of the recording medium P reaches the fixing nip N. There
is the predetermined time period Δt until the particular
section on the outer circumferential surface of the fixing
roller 20 last heated by the induction heater 25 at the
position A reaches the position B of the fixing nip N. The
heater driver controller 71 causes the heater driver 69 to
turn off the induction heater 25 by the predetermined time
period Δt earlier than the time at which the trailing edge
of the recording medium P reaches the position B. Ac-
cordingly, a time at which a particular section of the fixing
roller 20 heated by the induction heater 25 at the position
A reaches the position B is substantially coincident with
a time at which the trailing edge of the recording medium
P reaches the position B. Consequently, the induction
heater 25 does not unnecessarily heat a section of the
fixing roller 20 that is not to contact the recording medium
P at the fixing nip N, minimizing waste of power not used
for fixing the toner image T on the recording medium P.
That is, the fixing device 19 completes the fixing process
with minimum required amount of power, thus reducing
power consumption.
[0092] The heater driver controller 71 causes the heat-
er driver 69 to turn off the induction heater 25 at the time
t1 by the predetermined time period Δt earlier than the
time t2 at which the trailing edge of the recording medium
P reaches the position B of the fixing nip N, thus mini-
mizing power precisely.
[0093] Referring to FIGS. 2 to 5 and 7, the following
describes a second embodiment of the present invention.
The second embodiment uses the structure of the fixing
device 19 depicted in FIGS. 2 to 4 but employs a control
method different from that of the first embodiment de-
scribed above.
[0094] For example, the heater driver controller 71
causes the heater driver 69 to turn off the induction heater
25 at a time by a predetermined time period Δt’ earlier
than a time at which a trailing end of a toner image T on
the last recording medium P in a print job in the convey-
ance direction of the recording medium P reaches the
position B of the fixing nip N. The predetermined time
period Δt’ is a time period required for a particular section
on the outer circumferential surface of the fixing roller 20
heated by the induction heater 25 at the position A to
reach the position B of the fixing nip N. It is to be noted
that the timing calculator 70 calculates the predetermined
time period Δt’ based on the trailing end of the toner image
T on the recording medium P, not the trailing edge of the
recording medium P as in the first embodiment. Namely,
the heater driver controller 71 turns off the induction heat-

er 25 via the heater driver 69 at the time by the prede-
termined time period Δt’ earlier than the time at which the
trailing end of the toner image T on the recording medium
P reaches the position B of the fixing nip N regardless of
the size of the recording medium P. With this configura-
tion, when the heated, particular section of the fixing roller
20 heated at the position A reaches the position B of the
fixing nip N, the trailing end of the toner image T on the
recording medium P in the conveyance direction of the
recording medium P also reaches the position B of the
fixing nip N.
[0095] That is, a time at which a particular section of
the fixing roller 20 heated by the induction heater 25 at
the position A reaches the position B of the fixing nip N
is substantially coincident with a time at which the trailing
end of the toner image T on the recording medium P in
the conveyance direction of the recording medium P
reaches the position B of the fixing nip N. Accordingly,
the trailing end of the toner image T on the recording
medium P is contacted by the heated, particular section
of the fixing roller 20 as the trailing end of the toner image
T on the recording medium P is conveyed through the
fixing nip N. Thus, the fixing roller 20 can heat the record-
ing medium P until the trailing end of the toner image T
on the recording medium P is discharged from the fixing
nip N. Consequently, the fixing roller 20 can melt and fix
the toner image T on the recording medium P properly.
Simultaneously, the induction heater 25 does not unnec-
essarily heat a downstream section of the fixing roller 20
that is downstream from the particular section of the fixing
roller 20 in the rotation direction R2 thereof and need not
be heated by the induction heater 25 because the down-
stream section of the fixing roller 20 reaches the position
B after the trailing end of the toner image T on the re-
cording medium P is discharged from the fixing nip N.
[0096] Referring to FIGS. 2 to 5 and 7, the following
describes processes of the control method according to
the second embodiment described above.
[0097] FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing the processes of
the control method according to the second embodiment.
[0098] In step S21, the driver 29 rotates the fixing roller
20 in the rotation direction R2. In step S22, the pressing
roller 30 is pressed against the fixing roller 20 to form the
fixing nip N therebetween. Accordingly, the rotating fixing
roller 20 rotates the pressing roller 30 in the rotation di-
rection R3 by friction therebetween. In step S23, the heat-
er driver 69 turns on the induction heater 25 to heat the
fixing roller 20. In step S24, the recording medium P is
conveyed toward the fixing nip N. In step S25, the timing
calculator 70 calculates the time t2 at which the trailing
end of the toner image T on the recording medium P in
the conveyance direction of the recording medium P
reaches the position B of the fixing nip N. In step S26,
the heater driver controller 71 causes the heater driver
69 to turn off the induction heater 25 at the time t1 earlier
than the time t2 by the predetermined time period Δt’.
[0099] As described above, the second embodiment
can attain the same advantages as the first embodiment.
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For example, the heater driver controller 71 causes the
heater driver 69 to turn off the induction heater 25 at the
time t1 by the predetermined time period Δt’ earlier than
the time t2 at which the trailing end of the toner image T
on the recording medium P reaches the position B of the
fixing nip N. The advantages of this configuration are
significant if the recording medium P bears a toner image
T only at a leading edge thereof in the conveyance di-
rection of the recording medium P or if a blank recording
medium P is conveyed through the fixing nip N.
[0100] It is to be noted that the timing calculator 70
obtains information about a writing time at which the writ-
er 2 depicted in FIG. 1 writes an electrostatic latent image
on the respective photoconductive drums 11Y, 11M,
11C, and 11K, calculates the time t2 at which the trailing
end of the toner image T on the recording medium P
reaches the fixing nip N based on that information, and
sends the calculated time t2 to the heater driver controller
71. Additionally, the timing calculator 70 may obtain a
feeding time at which the second transfer roller 18 de-
picted in FIG. 1 feeds the recording medium P toward
the fixing device 19.
[0101] The present invention has been described
above with reference to specific embodiments illustrated
in the drawings. Nonetheless, the present invention is
not limited to the details of embodiments described
above.
[0102] For example, according to the above-described
embodiments, the image forming apparatus 1 depicted
in FIG. 1 is a multifunction printer having at least one of
copying, printing, scanning, plotter, and facsimile func-
tions, or the like. Alternatively, the image forming appa-
ratus 1 may be a copier, a facsimile machine, a printer,
or the like. Further, according to the above-described em-
bodiments, the induction heater 25 is disposed outside
the fixing roller 20. Alternatively, the induction heater 25
may be disposed inside the fixing roller 20. Moreover,
the first and second embodiments are described above
by referring to the last recording medium P of recording
media P printed in a print job. Alternatively, the control
method of the first and second embodiments may be em-
ployed with any recording medium other than the last
recording medium of a print job or all recording media of
a print job. Further, the control method of the first and
second embodiments may be performed periodically in
the fixing process or whenever the predetermined
number of recording media is printed.

Claims

1. A fixing device (19) comprising:

a fixing roller (20) rotatable in a predetermined
direction of rotation (R2);
a pressing roller (30) disposed parallel to and
pressed against the fixing roller (20) to form a
fixing nip (N) therebetween through which a re-

cording medium (P) bearing a toner image (T)
is conveyed;
a heater (25) adapted to heat the fixing roller
(20), disposed opposite a circumferential sur-
face of the fixing roller (20) and upstream from
the fixing nip (N) a predetermined circumferen-
tial distance (E) along the circumferential sur-
face of the fixing roller (20) in the direction of
rotation (R2) of the fixing roller (20); and
a heater driver (69) operatively connected to the
heater (25) adapted to turn on and off the heater
(25),
a timing calculator (70) adapted to calculate a
reference time (t2) at which a trailing end portion
of the recording medium (P) in a conveyance
direction (Y1) of the recording medium (P)
reaches the fixing nip (N); and
a heater driver controller (71) operatively con-
nected to the timing calculator (70) and the heat-
er driver (69) adapted to cause the heater driver
(69) to turn off the heater (25) at a turn-off time
(t1) earlier than the reference time (t2) calculat-
ed by the timing calculator (70), wherein
the turn-off time (t1) is earlier than the reference
time (t2) by a predetermined period of time (At;
Δt’) corresponding to a time required for the fix-
ing roller (20) to rotate the predetermined cir-
cumferential distance (E) between a first posi-
tion (A) which is a heated portion of the fixing
roller (20) and a second position (B) which is
disposed at the center of the fixing nip (N) in the
direction of rotation (R2) of the fixing roller (20).

2. The fixing device (19) according to claim 1, wherein
the trailing end portion of the recording medium (P)
is a trailing edge of the recording medium (P).or a
trailing end of the toner image (T) on the recording
medium (P) in the conveyance direction (Y1) of the
recording medium (P).

3. The fixing device (19) according to any one of claims
1 or 2, wherein the heater (25) includes an induction
heater (25).

4. An image forming apparatus (1) comprising the fixing
device (19) according to claim 1.

5. The image forming apparatus (1) according to claim
4, wherein the trailing end portion of the recording
medium (P) is a trailing edge of the recording medium
(P) or a trailing end of the toner image (T) on the
recording medium (P) in the conveyance direction
(Y1) of the recording medium (P).

6. The image forming apparatus (1) according to claim
5, further comprising a transfer roller (18) disposed
upstream from the fixing device (19) in the convey-
ance direction (Y1) of the recording medium (P) to
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feed the recording medium (P) toward the fixing de-
vice (19),
wherein when the trailing end portion of the recording
medium (P) is the trailing edge of the recording me-
dium (P), the timing calculator (70) calculates the
reference time (t2) based on a feeding time at which
the transfer roller (18) feeds the recording medium
(P) toward the fixing device (19).

7. The image forming apparatus (1) according to claim
5, further comprising:

a photoconductive drum (11); and
a writer (2) to emit a light beam onto the photo-
conductive drum (11) to write an electrostatic
latent image thereon,
wherein when the trailing end portion of the re-
cording medium (P) is the trailing end of the toner
image (T) on the recording medium (P), the tim-
ing calculator (70) calculates the reference time
(t2) based on a writing time at which the writer
(2) writes the electrostatic latent image on the
photoconductive drum (11).

8. A method for fixing a toner image (T) on a recording
medium (P), comprising steps of:

rotating a fixing roller (20) in a predetermined
direction of rotation (R2);
pressing a pressing roller (30) against the fixing
roller (20) to form a fixing nip (N) therebetween
through which the recording medium (P) bearing
the toner image (T) is conveyed;
turning on a heater (25) to heat the fixing rotary
body (20), wherein the heater is disposed oppo-
site a circumferential surface of the fixing roller
(20) and upstream from the fixing nip (N) a pre-
determined circumferential distance (E) along
the circumferential surface of the fixing roller
(20) in the direction of rotation (R2) of the fixing
roller (20); and
conveying the recording medium (P) bearing the
toner image (T) toward the fixing nip (N),
calculating a reference time (t2) at which a trail-
ing end portion of the recording medium (P) in
a conveyance direction (Y1) of the recording me-
dium (P) reaches the fixing nip (N); and
turning off the heater (25) at a turn-off time (t1)
earlier than the reference time (t2),
characterized in that
the turn-off time (t1) is earlier than the reference
time (t2) by a predetermined period of time (At;
Δt’) corresponding to a time required for the fix-
ing roller (20) to rotate the predetermined cir-
cumferential distance (E) between a first posi-
tion (A) which is a heated portion of the fixing
roller (20) and a second position (B) which is
disposed at the center of the fixing nip (N) in the

direction of rotation (R2) of the fixing roller (20).

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein the trailing
end portion of the recording medium (P) is a trailing
edge of the recording medium (P) or a trailing end
of the toner image (T) on the recording medium (P)
in the conveyance direction (Y1) of the recording me-
dium (P).

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the step
of calculating the reference time (t2) further compris-
es calculating the reference time (t2) based on a
feeding time at which a transfer roller (18) disposed
upstream from the fixing nip (N) in the conveyance
direction (Y1) of the recording medium (P) feeds the
recording medium (P) toward the fixing nip (N).

11. The method according to claim 9, wherein the step
of calculating the reference time (t2) further compris-
es calculating the reference time (t2) based on a writ-
ing time at which a writer (2) writes an electrostatic
latent image on a photoconductive drum (11) that is
to be visualized as the toner image (T).

Patentansprüche

1. Fixiervorrichtung (19), aufweisend:

eine Fixierrolle bzw. Fixierwalze (20), die in einer
vorbestimmten Dreh- bzw. Rotationsrichtung
(R2) drehbar ist;
eine Druckrolle bzw. Druckwalze (30), die par-
allel zu der Fixierrolle bzw. Fixierwalze (20) an-
geordnet ist und gegen die Fixierrolle bzw. Fi-
xierwalze (20) gedrückt wird, um eine Fixier-
klemmstelle bzw. einen Fixierwalzenspalt (N)
dazwischen zu bilden, durch welche bzw. wel-
chen ein Aufzeichnungsmedium (P), das ein
Tonerbild (T) trägt, transportiert wird;
eine Heizeinrichtung (25), die eingerichtet ist,
um die Fixierrolle bzw. Fixierwalze (20) zu hei-
zen bzw. zu erwärmen, die gegenüber einer Um-
fangsfläche der Fixierrolle bzw. Fixierwalze (20)
und stromaufwärts von der Fixierklemmstelle
bzw. dem Fixierwalzenspalt (N) angeordnet ist,
und zwar in einem vorbestimmten umfänglichen
Abstand (E) entlang der Umfangsfläche der Fi-
xierrolle bzw. Fixierwalze (20) in der Dreh- bzw.
Rotationsrichtung (R2) der Fixierrolle bzw. Fi-
xierwalze (20); und
einen Heizeinrichtungsantrieb (69), der operativ
mit der Heizeinrichtung (25) verbunden ist, ein-
gerichtet, um die Heizeinrichtung (25) ein- und
auszuschalten,
eine Recheneinrichtung der zeitlichen Abstim-
mung (70), die eingerichtet ist, um eine Refe-
renzzeit (t2) zu berechnen, in welcher ein nach-
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laufender Endabschnitt des Aufzeichnungsme-
diums (P) in einer Transportrichtung (Y1) des
Aufzeichnungsmediums (P) die Fixierklemm-
stelle bzw. den Fixierwalzenspalt (N) erreicht;
und
eine Heizeinrichtungsantrieb-Steuereinrichtung
(71), die operativ mit der Recheneinrichtung der
zeitlichen Abstimmung (70) und dem Heizein-
richtungsantrieb (69) verbunden ist, eingerich-
tet, um den Heizeinrichtungsantrieb (69) zu ver-
anlassen, die Heizeinrichtung (25) in einer Aus-
schaltezeit (t1) auszuschalten, und zwar früher
als die Referenzzeit (t2), die durch die Rechen-
einrichtung der zeitlichen Abstimmung (70) be-
rechnet wird,
wobei die Ausschaltezeit (t1) früher als die Re-
ferenzzeit (t2) ist, und zwar durch eine vorbe-
stimmte Zeitdauer (At; Δt’) entsprechend einer
Zeitdauer, die für die Fixierrolle bzw. Fixierwalze
(20) erforderlich ist, um sich in dem vorbestimm-
ten umfänglichen Abstand (E) zwischen einer
ersten Position (A), welche ein beheizter bzw.
erwärmter Abschnitt der Fixierrolle bzw. Fixier-
walze (20) ist, und einer zweiten Position (B) zu
drehen, welche in dem Zentrum bzw. der Mitte
der Fixierklemmstelle bzw. des Fixierwalzen-
spalts (N) in der Dreh- bzw. Rotationsrichtung
(R2) der Fixierrolle bzw. Fixierwalze (20) ange-
ordnet ist.

2. Fixiervorrichtung (19) gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei der
nachlaufende Endabschnitt des Aufzeichnungsme-
diums (P) ein nachlaufender bzw. hinterer Rand des
Aufzeichnungsmediums (P) oder ein nachlaufendes
bzw. hinteres Ende des Tonerbildes (T) auf dem Auf-
zeichnungsmedium (P) in der Transportrichtung
(Y1) des Aufzeichnungsmediums (P) ist.

3. Fixiervorrichtung (19) gemäß irgendeinem der An-
sprüche 1 oder 2, wobei die Heizeinrichtung (25) ei-
ne Induktionsheizeinrichtung (25) enthält.

4. Bilderzeugungsapparat (1) aufweisend die Fixier-
vorrichtung (19) gemäß Anspruch 1.

5. Bilderzeugungsapparat (1) gemäß Anspruch 4, wo-
bei der nachlaufende Endabschnitt des Aufzeich-
nungsmediums (P) ein nachlaufender bzw. hinterer
Rand des Aufzeichnungsmediums (P) oder ein
nachlaufendes bzw. hinteres Ende des Tonerbildes
(T) auf dem Aufzeichnungsmedium (P) in der Trans-
portrichtung (Y1) des Aufzeichnungsmediums (P)
ist.

6. Bilderzeugungsapparat (1) gemäß Anspruch 5, fer-
ner aufweisend eine Übertragungswalze bzw. -rolle
(18), die stromaufwärts von der Fixiervorrichtung
(19) in der Transportrichtung (Y1) des Aufzeich-

nungsmediums (P) angeordnet ist, um das Aufzeich-
nungsmedium (P) in Richtung der Fixiervorrichtung
(19) zuzuführen,
wobei, wenn der nachlaufende Endabschnitt des
Aufzeichnungsmediums (P) der nachlaufende bzw.
hintere Rand des Aufzeichnungsmediums (P) ist,
berechnet die Recheneinrichtung der zeitlichen Ab-
stimmung (70) die Referenzzeit (t2), basierend auf
einer Zuführungszeit, in welcher die Übertragungs-
walze bzw. -rolle (18) das Aufzeichnungsmedium (P)
in Richtung der Fixiervorrichtung (19) zuführt.

7. Bilderzeugungsapparat (1) gemäß Anspruch 5, fer-
ner aufweisend:

eine fotoleitfähige Trommel (11); und
eine Schreibeinrichtung (2), um einen Licht-
strahl auf die fotoleitfähige Trommel (11) zu
emittieren, um ein elektrostatisches latentes
Bild darauf zu schreiben,

wobei, wenn der nachlaufende Endabschnitt des
Aufzeichnungsmediums (P) das nachlaufende bzw.
hintere Ende des Tonerbildes (T) auf dem Aufzeich-
nungsmedium (P) ist, berechnet die Recheneinheit
der zeitlichen Abstimmung (70) die Referenzzeit (t2),
basierend auf einer Schreibzeit, in welcher die
Schreibeinrichtung (2) das elektrostatisches latente
Bild auf die fotoleitfähige Trommel (11) schreibt.

8. Verfahren zum Fixieren eines Tonerbildes (T) auf
einem Aufzeichnungsmedium (P), aufweisend die
Schritte von:

Drehen einer Fixierrolle bzw. Fixierwalze (20) in
eine vorbestimmte Dreh- bzw. Rotationsrich-
tung (R2);
Drücken einer Druckrolle bzw. Druckwalze (30)
gegen die Fixierrolle bzw. Fixierwalze (20), um
eine Fixierklemmstelle bzw. einen Fixierwalzen-
spalt (N) dazwischen zu bilden, durch welche
bzw. welchen das Aufzeichnungsmedium (P),
das das Tonerbild (T) trägt, transportiert wird;
Einschalten einer Heizeinrichtung (25), um den
drehbaren Fixierkörper (20) zu heizen bzw. zu
erwärmen, wobei die Heizeinrichtung gegenü-
ber einer Umfangsfläche der Fixierrolle bzw. Fi-
xierwalze (20) und stromaufwärts von der Fixier-
klemmstelle bzw. dem Fixierwalzenspalt (N) an-
geordnet ist, und zwar in einem vorherbestimm-
ten umfänglichen Abstand (E) entlang der Um-
fangsfläche der Fixierrolle bzw. Fixierwalze (20)
in der Dreh- bzw. Rotationsrichtung (R2) der Fi-
xierrolle bzw. Fixierwalze (20); und
Transportieren des Aufzeichnungsmediums
(P), das das Tonerbild (T) trägt, in Richtung der
Fixierklemmstelle bzw. des Fixierwalzenspalts
(N),
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Berechnen einer Referenzzeit (t2), in welcher
ein nachlaufender Endabschnitt des Aufzeich-
nungsmediums (P) in einer Transportrichtung
(Y1) des Aufzeichnungsmediums (P) die Fixier-
klemmstelle bzw. den Fixierwalzenspalt (N) er-
reicht; und
Ausschalten der Heizeinrichtung (25) in einer
Ausschaltzeit (t1) früher als die Referenzzeit
(t2), dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Ausschaltzeit (t1) früher als die Referenzzeit
(t2) ist, und zwar durch eine vorbestimmte Zeit-
dauer (At; Δt’) entsprechend einer Zeitdauer, die
für die Fixierrolle bzw. Fixierwalze (20) erforder-
lich ist, um sich in dem vorbestimmten umfäng-
lichen Abstand (E) zwischen einer ersten Posi-
tion (A), welche ein beheizter bzw. erwärmter
Abstand der Fixierrolle bzw. Fixierwalze (20) ist,
und einer zweiten Position (B) zu drehen, wel-
che in dem Zentrum bzw. der Mitte der Fixier-
klemmstelle bzw. des Fixierwalzenspalts (N) in
der Dreh- bzw. Rotationsrichtung (R2) der Fi-
xierrolle bzw. Fixierwalze (20) angeordnet ist.

9. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 8, wobei der nachlau-
fende Endabschnitt des Aufzeichnungsmediums (P)
ein nachlaufender bzw. hinterer Rand des Aufzeich-
nungsmediums (P) oder ein nachlaufendes bzw. hin-
teres Ende des Tonerbildes (T) auf dem Aufzeich-
nungsmedium (P) in der Transportrichtung (Y1) des
Aufzeichnungsmediums (P) ist.

10. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 9, wobei der Schritt des
Berechnens der Referenzzeit (t2) ferner aufweist
das Berechnen der Referenzzeit (t2), basierend auf
einer Zuführungszeit, in welcher eine Übertragungs-
walze bzw. -rolle (18), die stromaufwärts von der Fi-
xierklemmstelle bzw. dem Fixierwalzenspalt (N) in
der Transportrichtung (Y1) des Aufzeichnungsme-
diums (P) angeordnet ist, das Aufzeichnungsmedi-
um (P) in Richtung der Fixierklemmstelle bzw. des
Fixierwalzenspalts (N) zuführt.

11. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 9, wobei der Schritt des
Berechnens der Referenzzeit (t2) ferner aufweist
das Berechnen der Referenzzeit (t2) basierend auf
einer Schreibzeit, in welcher eine Schreibeinrichtung
(2) ein elektrostatisches latentes Bild auf eine foto-
leitfähige Trommel (11) schreibt, das als das Toner-
bild (T) zu visualisieren ist.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de fixage (19), comprenant :

un rouleau de fixage (20) rotatif dans une direc-
tion prédéterminée de rotation (R2) ;
un rouleau de pression (30) disposé parallèle-

ment au rouleau de fixage (20), et pressé contre
ce dernier, pour former une ligne de contact de
fixage (N) entre ceux-ci à travers laquelle un
support d’enregistrement (P) portant une image
en encre en poudre (T) est transporté ;
un élément chauffant (25) adapté pour chauffer
le corps rotatif de rouleau de fixage (20), disposé
de façon opposée à une surface circonférentiel-
le du rouleau de fixage (20) et en amont de la
ligne de contact de fixage (N) à une distance
circonférentielle prédéterminée (E) le long de la
surface circonférentielle du rouleau de fixage
(20) dans la direction de rotation (R2) du rouleau
de fixage (20) ; et
un excitateur d’élément chauffant (69) fonction-
nellement connecté à l’élément chauffant (25)
adapté pour allumer et éteindre l’élément chauf-
fant (25),
un calculateur temporel (70) adapté pour calcu-
ler un temps de référence (t2) auquel une partie
d’extrémité arrière du support d’enregistrement
(P) dans une direction de transport (Y1) du sup-
port d’enregistrement (P) atteint la ligne de con-
tact de fixage (N) ; et
un appareil de commande d’excitateur d’élé-
ment chauffant (71) fonctionnellement connecté
au calculateur temporel (70) et à l’excitateur
d’élément chauffant (69), adapté pour faire en
sorte que l’excitateur d’élément chauffant (69)
éteigne l’élément chauffant (25) à un temps
d’extinction (t1) plus tôt que le temps de réfé-
rence (t2) calculé par le calculateur temporel
(70),
dans lequel
le temps d’extinction (t1) est plus tôt que le
temps de référence (t2) selon une période pré-
déterminée (At ; Δt’) correspondant à un temps
requis pour que le rouleau de fixage (20) effec-
tue une rotation selon la distance circonféren-
tielle prédéterminée (E) entre une première po-
sition (A) qui est une partie chauffée du rouleau
de fixage (20) et une seconde position (B) qui
est disposée au centre de la ligne de contact de
fixage (N) dans la direction de rotation (R2) du
rouleau de fixage (20).

2. Dispositif de fixage (19) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel la partie d’extrémité arrière du support
d’enregistrement (P) est un bord arrière du support
d’enregistrement (P), ou une extrémité arrière de
l’image en encre en poudre (T) sur le support d’en-
registrement (P) dans la direction de transport (Y1)
du support d’enregistrement (P).

3. Dispositif de fixage (19) selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 ou 2, dans lequel l’élément chauf-
fant (25) inclut un élément chauffant à induction (25).
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4. Appareil de formation d’image (1), comprenant le
dispositif de fixage (19) selon la revendication 1.

5. Appareil de formation d’image (1) selon la revendi-
cation 4, dans lequel la partie d’extrémité arrière du
support d’enregistrement (P) est un bord arrière du
support d’enregistrement (P) ou une extrémité arriè-
re de l’image en encre en poudre (T) sur le support
d’enregistrement (P) dans la direction de transport
(Y1) du support d’enregistrement (P).

6. Appareil de formation d’image (1) selon la revendi-
cation 5, comprenant en outre un rouleau de transfert
(18) disposé en amont du dispositif de fixage (19)
dans la direction de transport (Y1) du support d’en-
registrement (P) pour faire avancer le support d’en-
registrement (P) vers le dispositif de fixage (19),
dans lequel, lorsque la partie d’extrémité arrière du
support d’enregistrement (P) est le bord arrière du
support d’enregistrement (P), le calculateur tempo-
rel (70) calcule le temps de référence (t2) sur la base
d’un temps d’avance auquel le rouleau de transfert
(18) fait avancer le support d’enregistrement (P) vers
le dispositif de fixage (19).

7. Appareil de formation d’image (1) selon la revendi-
cation 5, comprenant en outre :

un tambour photoconducteur (11) ; et
un élément d’écriture (2) pour émettre un fais-
ceau de lumière sur le tambour photoconduc-
teur (11) pour écrire une image latente électros-
tatique sur celui-ci,
dans lequel, lorsque la partie d’extrémité arrière
du support d’enregistrement (P) est l’extrémité
arrière de l’image en encre en poudre (T) sur le
support d’enregistrement (P), le calculateur
temporel (70) calcule le temps de référence (t2)
sur la base d’un temps d’écriture auquel l’élé-
ment d’écriture (2) écrit l’image latente électros-
tatique sur le tambour photoconducteur (11).

8. Procédé pour fixer une image en encre en poudre
(T) sur un support d’enregistrement (P), comprenant
les étapes de :

la rotation d’un rouleau de fixage (20) dans une
direction prédéterminée de rotation (R2) ;
la pression d’un rouleau de pression (30) contre
le rouleau de fixage (20) pour former une ligne
de contact de fixage (N) entre ceux-ci à travers
laquelle le support d’enregistrement (P) portant
l’image en encre en poudre (T) est transporté ;
l’allumage d’un élément chauffant (25) pour
chauffer le corps rotatif de fixage (20), dans le-
quel l’élément chauffant est disposé de façon
opposée à une surface circonférentielle du rou-
leau de fixage (20) et en amont de la ligne de

contact de fixage (N) selon une distance circon-
férentielle prédéterminée (E) le long de la sur-
face circonférentielle du rouleau de fixage (20)
dans la direction de rotation (R2) du rouleau de
fixage (20) ; et
le transport du support d’enregistrement (P) por-
tant l’image en encre en poudre (T) vers la ligne
de contact de fixage (N),
le calcul d’un temps de référence (t2) auquel
une partie d’extrémité arrière du support d’en-
registrement (P) dans une direction de transport
(Y1) du support d’enregistrement (P) atteint la
ligne de contact de fixage (N) ; et
l’extinction de l’élément chauffant (25) à un
temps d’extinction (t1) plus tôt que le temps de
référence (t2),
caractérisé en ce que
le temps d’extinction (t1) est plus tôt que le
temps de référence (t2) selon une période pré-
déterminée (At ; Δt’) correspondant à un temps
requis pour que le rouleau de fixage (20) effec-
tue une rotation selon la distance circonféren-
tielle prédéterminée (E) entre une première po-
sition (A) qui est une partie chauffée du rouleau
de fixage (20) et une seconde position (B) qui
est disposée au centre de la ligne de contact de
fixage (N) dans la direction de rotation (R2) du
rouleau de fixage (20).

9. Procédé selon la revendication 8, dans lequel la par-
tie d’extrémité arrière du support d’enregistrement
(P) est un bord arrière du support d’enregistrement
(P) ou une extrémité arrière de l’image en encre en
poudre (T) sur le support d’enregistrement (P) dans
la direction de transport (Y1) du support d’enregis-
trement (P).

10. Procédé selon la revendication 9, dans lequel l’étape
du calcul du temps de référence (t2) comprend en
outre le calcul du temps de référence (t2) sur la base
d’un temps d’avance auquel un rouleau de transfert
(18) disposé en amont de la ligne de contact de fixa-
ge (N) dans la direction de transport (Y1) du support
d’enregistrement (P) fait avancer le support d’enre-
gistrement (P) vers la ligne de contact de fixage (N).

11. Procédé selon la revendication 9, dans lequel l’étape
du calcul du temps de référence (t2) comprend en
outre le calcul du temps de référence (t2) sur la base
d’un temps d’écriture auquel un élément d’écriture
(2) écrit une image latente électrostatique sur un
tambour photoconducteur (11) qui est destinée à
être visualisée sous la forme de l’image en encre en
poudre (T).
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